“Hey, Anteater!”

“Oh, yeah, lookee CHUCK! Chuck’s got an ANTeater!”

Chuck’s heart sank. Just when he was minding his own business, enjoying the shower after the game (he’d nearly scored the winning touchdown), here it came again. Guys had been taunting him about his foreskin since he’d been a little kid.

Something snapped: “You’re just jealous because I’ve got something you haven’t!”

But he still felt sore. He decided to talk to someone about it. But who? His father didn’t have a foreskin, his uncle had one but he was a bit, um, strange. Chuck didn’t know whether the school counsellor had one or not, nor if he would understand. A woman? Maybe.

In the end, he remembered his older cousin in the next town. He’d always admired Brett (a few years ago he’d played for State), and long ago at the swimming hole he’d noticed that Brett also had a foreskin. It was a week before they could get together.

Chuck wondered how he could start. First he told Brett he wanted to talk, that something was bothering him. Brett invited him out on to the deck and offered him a cola.

“You might think this is just nothing,” he began, “but in the shower after the match the other day, a guy really bugged me. He called me an anteater.”

“An ant - ohhh!” Brett was pretty quick on the uptake. Chuck told him how he felt and what happened next.

“What you said is probably true,” Brett said. “Nobody wants to think there’s anything the matter with his dick.”

“You’re telling me!” said Chuck.

“Well, don’t let them get you down. Remember you have got more than them in the dick department. But what to say?”

“Best not to call them names in return. You could say ‘Stop looking at my penis!’ or ‘Interested in dicks, are you?’ and how about “Dude, you’re laughing at me because you’ve had part of your dick cut off!”?’

“Wow!” said Chuck.

“But saying nothing is always a good idea. Remember, one reason they do it is to get a rise out of you, so don’t give it to them.”

“Well, whatever they say, I just hate being the odd one out.”

“So did I,” said Brett, “and when I was a kid I was the only one. It really gave me a boost back then at the swimming hole when I saw you were intact too.”

“Gosh! It did? That makes me feel better already. But what’s that word, ‘intact’?”

“Untouched, whole. A much better word than ‘uncut’, don’tcha think? Makes us the normal and them the changed ones, which is the truth. But circumcision is going out of fashion, we’re just ahead of our time. I’m surprised if there aren’t any other intact guys at your school. Maybe they’re hiding.”

“Well, how many guys are cut, anyway?”

“In the US, it’s down below 60 per cent overall, I’m told. More in the east and north than the south or west. But remember, outside the US, most guys are intact like us.” Chuck felt really good to hear Brett say “like us.”

“What is it with this circumcision thing, anyway?”

“Dammed if I know, Chuck. Most guys around here were circumcised soon after they were born, but the reason anyone does it is mysterious. Habit? Power? No medical association in the world recommends it. When one bad medical reason is dealt to, another rears its head. And you know you’re just as clean as they are.

“As you’ve probably found out, your foreskin gives you pleasure. And it protects the head, which is highly sensitive to pain. At least it is if you’re intact.”

“I hear there are lists of famous guys who are, um, intact.”

“Yup. I’ve seen one of them. The ones I can remember are -”


“Most British celebs - such as Sean Connery, Robbie Williams, Daniel Craig, Hugh Grant, Mick Jagger, Ewan McGregor, Ian McKellan and Patrick Stewart; virtually all European celebs, such as the three tenors, Bjorn Borg and, Boris Becker.

“And just think, most of those top East European athletes we see in the Olympics are intact. And soccer players. Just about every player in every team in the World Cup - yes, David Beckham - just not the US, the Phillipines or South Korea.”

“Hey, we’re in good company!”

“We sure are!” laughed Chuck.

The topic turned to football, but Chuck left feeling a whole lot happier.

Here are some questions intact teenagers have:

My foreskin won’t go back: the opening is too small. Should I get cut?

Is it a problem? If it doesn’t hurt, and your sex life seems OK, don’t worry about it. To keep it clean inside,

• Pull the skin forward when having a shower or bath, and let the water wash around inside.

• When you’re taking a wizz (outside, in the shower, or somewhere a little splashing doesn’t matter), close the skin with your fingers, let it swell up like a balloon, and let it all out in a rush. Spanish men have
used this method for hundreds of years.

If you want it to retract, for any reason or none, pull it back (towards you) gently, rather than forward, whenever you're doing that. If it hurts, see a doctor. Try to find one who is “foreskin-friendly”, and say firmly you don’t want to be circumcised. Ask about betamethasone. (0.05%. You apply it once or twice a day to the farthest half of your foreskin, and it makes the skin more stretchy. You should start to see results in the first week and by the eighth week, it should be all taken care of.)

What’s the white stuff under my foreskin?
It’s called “smegma” (which is Greek for soap). It’s basically the same stuff in men’s and women’s genitals, made up of shed skin, skin oils and a very small amount of bacteria that gives it the characteristic cheesy (male) or fishy (female) aroma if it’s left for a while. Men have less and it doesn’t smell as strong as women’s. Both are perfectly harmless, but many people don’t like the smell, and it can be easily washed out with water and mild soap (if any).

I have white specks embedded in the head of my penis. (My cut friends don’t.) Is that normal?
Perfectly normal, they just show more because the outer layer of your glans is thinner. They’re called papillae (one is a papilla).

The thin cord under the head of my penis is very tight and pulls it down when I have an erection.
If it doesn’t hurt, don’t worry about it. If it does, it can be fixed without circumcision.

It doesn’t hurt but it has torn and bled.
If that keeps happening, you should see a (foreskin-friendly) doctor.

Should I put my foreskin forward or back when I’m about to have sex?
First off, if you’re not talking about your virginal wedding night, you should be thinking about condoms (see the next question). But if HIV is not an issue, as far forward as comfortable is probably best to start with, so that it can roll back as you penetrate and you take full advantage of the gliding action. An exception might be if you have so much foreskin that the end folds over the glans and it won’t roll back. In that case, you should roll it back at least part way first. Experiment: you may not even want to do it the same way every time. A foreskin gives you options you don’t have without one.

Should I put my foreskin forward or back when I’m about to roll on a condom?
Again, you can experiment with different ways. If you’re inclined to premature ejaculation (coming before you’re ready), try holding the skin forward to cover your glans before you put the condom on. But if you roll the skin right back and hold it there before you put the condom on, the condom will follow the contours of your foreskin when it glides back and forward.

Everyone says uncut guys can’t get oral sex. Should I get cut?
That’s something cut guys like to say because it makes them feel better. Maybe it’s not an issue for your partner, so don’t assume it will be. It’s certainly not one outside the US! And if someone doesn’t want to give you oral sex, your foreskin may have nothing to do with it. Not everybody likes doing it, and they don’t have to have any reason not to. Certainly some partners prefer not to give oral because they think intact cocks are “dirty”. So choose your time and place: after skinnydipping and in the shower are two scenes when that excuse can’t apply. Right after you’ve done the same for them is good.

Getting cut would be throwing the baby out with the bathwater. Especially don’t get cut because one partner demands it. It could hurt your sex life, and you would lose your partner AND your foreskin.

Copies of the leaflet are downloadable from [www.circumstitions.com/Docs/teen.pdf](http://www.circumstitions.com/Docs/teen.pdf) [www.circumstitions.com](http://www.circumstitions.com) has a wealth of other information.